March & April Issue
Deadline for Membership: January 8th, 2020
Deadline for Directors: January 15th, 2020

Region I – Sally Cunningham
Region II – Teresa Speight
Region III – Diane Blazek
Region IV – Helen Newling Lawson
Region V – Bill Johnson
Region VI – Chris Sabbarese
Region VII – Andrea Whitely

May & June Issue
Deadline for Membership: March 6th, 2020
Deadline for Directors: March 13th, 2020

Region I – Ellen Ogden
Region II – Kathy Jentz
Region III – Alicia Rittenhouse
Region IV – Helen Newling Lawson
Region V – TBD
Region VI – TBD
Region VII - Andrea Whitely

July & August Issue
Deadline for Membership: May 8th, 2020
Deadline for Directors: May 15th, 2020

Region I – Ellen Ogden
Region II – Louise Clarke
Region III – Beth Botts
Region IV – Kate Copsey
Region V – Dee Nash
Region VI – Mary-Kate Mackey
Region VII – Ken Brown

September – October Issue
Deadline for Membership: July 8th, 2020
Deadline for Directors: July 15th, 2020

Region I – Charlie Nardozzi
Region II – Kathy Jentz
Region III – Diane Blazek
Region IV – Kate Copsey
Region V – Dee Nash
Region VI – TBD
Region VII – Robert Howard

**November – December Issue**

*Deadline for Membership: September 8th, 2020*

*Deadline for Membership: September 15th, 2020*

Region I – Sally Cunningham
Region II – Teresa Speight
Region III – Alicia Rittenhouse
Region IV – Kate Copsey
Region V – TBD
Region VI – Mary-Kate Mackey
Region VII – Robert Howard